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1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
1.1 Description
The SA8000 Social Responsibility Report and Review is a public information document on the social effects of the
activities carried out by Cantine Riondo Spa (hereinafter referred to as Riondo).
It provides an account of the actions taken by the company and its future initiatives.
It is drawn up on an annual basis and reports on Riondo's values, situation and objectives in the field of social and
ethical relations.
It is prepared by the Management, in collaboration with the other members of the Social Performance Team, in
accordance with the requirements of the SA8000 standard, which are used as guidelines to systematically address
the ethical-social aspects of the business.
The document includes the company's Social Responsibility Policy and the Management Review, aimed at defining,
verifying, correcting and improving Riondo's commitment.
In fact, the SA8000 Social Responsibility Report and Review has a dual purpose:
• it is a management tool, as it analyses the company's Social Responsibility Policy and other policies, the
procedures adopted to implement the standard and performance results, with a view to continuous
improvement;
• it is a means of communication, because it provides stakeholders with information and collects data from
them, allowing them to play a bigger and better role in social conduct. In addition, this document is provided
electronically to all employees and stakeholders of Riondo through the company's website
www.cantineriondo.com.

1.2 Recipients
The SA8000 Social Responsibility Report and Review is addressed to those who have a significant relationship with
Riondo and, in particular, to:
• Shareholders
• Employees
• Customers
• Trade unions
• The local community
• Suppliers
• Subcontractors
Riondo asks these individuals to be directly or indirectly part of this shared commitment to improvement.

1.3 Objectives
The purpose of the SA8000 Social Responsibility Report and Review is to report on the initiatives developed Riondo,
and to clearly and transparently disclose the results achieved in the field of social responsibility to all stakeholders.
More specifically, the objectives of the SA8000 Social Responsibility Report and Review are as follows:
• to evaluate ethical values, social commitments, principles and rules of reference, with a view to continuous
improvement
• to provide information on the social effects of the choices made by the company
• to encourage dialogue, engagement and consensus among stakeholders
• to fully implement the Social Responsibility System and certification in compliance with the SA8000 Standard
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1.4 Regulatory aspects
The organisation must comply with local, national and other applicable laws, as well as industry standards, other
requirements that the organisation endorses and the SA8000 Standard. If said laws, rules or other requirements that
the organisation endorses and the Standard relate to the same topic, then the provision that is most favourable to
workers shall be applied.
The organisation must also respect the principles of the following international instruments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SA8000:2014
Performance indicator annex SA8000
(Italian) Consolidated Law no. 81/2008 on Workers’ Health and Safety
GDPR no. 679/2016 - Data Protection Law
CCNL (national collective bargaining agreement) for workers in the food industry
Cantine Riondo spa “2nd level” agreement
Network contract (Collis-Riondo)
Workers' Charter - (Italian) Law no. 300/1970
(Italian) Law no. 68/99 on the recruitment of "protected categories”
(Italian) Legislative Decree no. 66/2003 on the organisation of working time
(Italian) Legislative Decree no. 34 dated 20 March 2014 and subsequent amendments and integrations - the
so-called "Jobs Act"
Guidelines for the creation of organisation and control models pursuant to (Italian) Legislative Decree no.
231
ILO Convention 1 (Working time - Industry) and Recommendation 116 (Reduction of hours of work)
ILO Conventions 29 (Forced labour) and 105 (Abolition of forced labour)
ILO Convention 87 (Freedom of association and protection of the right to organise)
ILO Convention 98 (Right to organise and collective bargaining)
ILO Conventions 100 (Equal remuneration) and 111 (Discrimination - employment and occupation)
ILO Convention 102 (Social Security - minimum standards)
ILO Convention 131 (Minimum wage fixing)
ILO Convention 135 (Workers' representatives)
ILO Convention 138 and Recommendation 146 (Minimum age)
ILO Convention 155 and Recommendation 164 (Occupational safety and health)
ILO Convention 159 (Vocational rehabilitation and employment - disabled persons)
ILO Convention 169 (Indigenous and tribal peoples)
ILO Convention 177 (Home work)
ILO Convention 181 (Private employment agencies)
ILO Convention 182 (Worst forms of child labour)
ILO Convention 183 (Maternity protection)
ILO Code of conduct on HIV/AIDS and the world of work
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child
United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
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2. CANTINE RIONDO Spa - PROFILE
2.1 The company's history and profile
Cantine Riondo SpA is deeply rooted in the past with its sights set on the future.
It is a company in perfect harmony: deeply rooted in the past yet forward-thinking with its sights set on the future. It
was founded as an offshoot of the Collis Veneto Wine Group, the leading cooperative group in Italy, to market the
wine made with the grapes from the 2,000 member producers in the Hotel and Restaurant industry, as well as to
large-scale retailers, both in Italy and abroad.
In reality, Cantine Riondo Spa is a young company, only founded in 2008.
It is a subsidiary of the Collis Veneto Wine Group. Together they form one of the largest and most important wine
production companies in the Veneto region and across the whole of Italy, playing a leading role in Italian viticulture
with over 6,000 hectares of vineyards across Verona, Vicenza and Padua, tended to daily by more than 1,800
member farmers. Its vineyards extend throughout all the main wine-making areas in the Veneto region: Prosecco,
Soave, Valpolicella, Ripasso, Amarone, Pinot Grigio, Chardonnay, Garganega and Corvina are among the best
known products for consumers both in Italy and abroad.
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In accordance with specific quality protocols drawn up by the Group’s agronomic team in collaboration with the
research organisations most representative of the region, members receive constant, well-founded guidance to help
them make their agronomic decisions, with the aim of getting the most out of the various grape varieties. The grapes
are made into wine at five collection points, in cellars equipped with technology which is state-of-the-art when it comes
to both preserving and highlighting the characteristics intrinsic to each grape variety.
The wines produced are then bottled by Riondo, a successful company which also distributes the wines which
embody the quality production typical of the Veneto region under six different brand names. The brands are: Riondo
and Riondo Collezione (DOC and varietal sparkling wines), Casa Burti (general sparkling wines), Lunardi (Doc and
varietal still wines), Ceccato (Doc and varietal still wines from the Veneto region), Casalforte (premium Doc varietal
wines) and i-Spritz (cocktails).

2.2 Organisational structure and responsibilities
The organisational structure is shown in the following organisation chart. The Social Performance Team is
responsible for Social Responsibility.
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2.3 Social Performance Team
The members of the Social Performance team are:
General manager

Gianfranco Gambesi

SA8000 management representative

Silvia Manzoli

Human resources department

Ernesto Pasetto

Workers' representatives

Anna Pellegrini, Massimo Burti,
Nicola Turazza, Alberto Vicentini

Workers’ health and safety representative

Nicola Turazza

Trade union representative

Nicola Turazza

The main responsibilities with regard to the SA8000 Social Responsibility System (hereinafter “SRS”) are summarised
below.
Senior Management
• is responsible for compliance with the SA8000 standard
• defines and approves the Company Policy
• presides over the management review in order to check whether the System Policy is adequate and effective
in defining the improvement measures to be implemented
• approves the SA8000 Social Responsibility Report and Review
• is responsible for implementing and monitoring the SRS in cooperation with the other members of the SPT
• prepares the SA8000 Social Responsibility Report and Review in cooperation with the other members of
the SPT and any stakeholders involved
.
Social Performance Team (SPT)
• works with Senior Management to correctly implement the SRS
• facilitates communication between Workers and Management, as it includes workers’ representatives who
act as direct spokespeople
• identifies and assesses risks by prioritising the areas with the greatest potential for non-compliance with the
SA8000 Standard
• monitors activities in the workplace to keep the following under control:
a) compliance with the SA8000 standard
b) implementation of the measures planned to address the risks identified by the SPT
c) effectiveness of the procedures adopted to fulfil the organisation's policies and the requirements of the
standard
• contributes to the preparation of the SA8000 Social Responsibility Report and Review
• ensures implementation of the measures put in place to resolve non-conformities and the implementation of
corrective and preventive actions
• contributes to drawing up the training plan
• is responsible for relations with the Certification Body
• is responsible for relations with stakeholders.
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2.4 Corporate ethics policy
Riondo has decided to develop and implement a Corporate Social Responsibility System in compliance with the
international standard SA8000:2014.
The company's objective is to foster a culture of social responsibility at all levels (among staff, suppliers, neighbouring
companies, etc.).
To this end, Riondo undertakes to endorse and comply with the following:
• all the requirements of the SA8000:2014 standard
• the International Labour Organisation (ILO) Conventions
• the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child
• the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
• the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women and All
Forms of Racial Discrimination;
• the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
• all national and international laws in this regard, including (Italian) Legislative Decree no. 81/2008 and
subsequent amendments on workplace health and safety and the GDPR no. 679/2016 on personal data
protection and processing
• the code of conduct included as part of its own Company Regulations.
The main aims of introducing a Social Responsibility System to Riondo are:
• to prevent situations that infringe human rights
• to increase the efficiency of its organisational structure and supply chain
• to foster a culture of social responsibility through a permanent process of staff training, engagement and
empowerment
• to streamline the structure and procedures with a clear and well-balanced definition of tasks and
responsibilities
• to create a stimulating and rewarding work environment for the professional growth of personnel
• to participate in and contribute to solidarity/social initiatives, paying particular attention to welcoming local
students as interns
• to commit to sharing ethical principles among all stakeholders
The company is committed to respecting the principles laid down by the Social Responsibility System and, when
carrying out its activities, it requires its employees/collaborators/suppliers to comply with regulatory requirements
regarding:
• child labour
• voluntary work
• health and safety
• freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining
• discrimination
• disciplinary procedures
• working hours
• remuneration
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2.5 Values
The cooperative spirit palpable throughout the company results in entrenched values which may be basic, but lie at
the heart of the business and are shared by every single employee:
the energy shared by a young team motivated to achieve new milestones; a sense of familial belonging expressed through the willingness
to collaborate, share and help each other; regional pride through the bond felt with our own origins, firmly anchored to the region as roots
are to the ground; sustainability, a commitment which extends beyond claims, shown through concrete actions in terms of circular economy,
equalisation and water recovery; and finally, the value of stripping back to the essentials, based on the Kaizen philosophy which the company
has followed for years to optimise processes and activities as part of a process of continuous improvement.

From the very beginning, Collis's commitment and efforts with Cantine Riondo Spa have been focused, first of all, on
the production of quality products, made by carefully selecting the grapes, using cutting-edge production equipment
and meticulously studying the image and characteristics of the packaging. There is an equally important focus on
constantly satisfying the needs of customers, for whom the company acts as a business partner, ensuring excellent
quality standards, in terms of both product characteristics and service and availability.
All of this is made possible by investing significantly in human resources, who have always been considered of
fundamental importance for the company to achieve success. Company representatives have always believed that
any result can be achieved if natural, proper relationships are defined between people.
The emphasis on human resources and teamwork and the attention paid to workers’ safety as well as the needs,
inclinations and potential of each worker, have made it possible to create a positive working environment.
A satisfied worker with a smile on their face will be more driven to work hard and for the common good.
In the same way, the company has endeavoured to invest in long-lasting, sincere relationships with all stakeholders,
seeking to increasingly share ethical principles throughout the supply chain.
Riondo primarily recognises the following human values as being fundamental:
• honesty, defined as the quality of those who act in an ethical way, especially in their relations with others
• loyalty, defined as faithfulness to the principles and identity of Riondo
• responsibility, defined as the awareness of one's own actions and their consequences
• commitment, defined as an understanding of one's own role and the ability to fulfil it
• transparency, defined as consistency in actions and behaviour, without altering reality
• respect, defined as care and attention towards the behaviour of others
• solidarity, defined as both sharing commitments and responsibilities in the interest of others and mutual
support
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3. STAKEHOLDERS
The stakeholders identified in the Riondo Social Responsibility System can be divided into two different groups:
Internal stakeholders

•
•

Partners/Directors/Shareholders
Employees/collaborators

External stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suppliers
Customers
End consumer
Trade unions
Public institutions
Inspection and certification bodies
Business partners
Community

Each group has a different set of expectations, requirements, needs and interests compared with those of the
company.
In general
With respect to internal stakeholders, corporate social responsibility is expressed through guaranteeing respect for
the rules, engagement and mutual trust, in a work environment that is able to support the greatest level of protection
possible for employees and collaborators, with the desire to promote the development of each person's skills,
satisfying everyone’s needs and aspirations.
With respect to external stakeholders, social responsibility is expressed in a varied way and in relation to the roles
played by each of them. It can be summed up as the awareness of interacting with a company that demonstrates its
attention to social responsibility, as certified by independent bodies and explicitly stated in this SA8000 management
review.
More specifically
Partners/Directors/Shareholders
The ethical requirement is to produce profit and business growth without compromising on social responsibility,
caused by a failure to respect the rights of the resources employed (human and environmental), at the same time as
creating benefits by sharing the ethical principles that support the company.
How to fulfil this requirement
Endeavour to increase profits by identifying a business that pays increasing attention to social responsibility,
generating the benefits of the internal and external satisfaction necessary to achieve objectives in terms of financial
performance and personal and team fulfilment.
Employees/collaborators
The ethical requirement is to meet the financial and self-fulfilment needs of staff members, taking into account each
individual's talents, beliefs and aspirations.
How to fulfil this requirement
Implement a management system that respects the guiding ethical principles, making sure that social-economic and
workplace health and safety requirements are satisfied, in relation to each person’s talents and aspirations,
continuously improving the effectiveness of the procedures defined to achieve the ethical objectives that have been
set.
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Suppliers
The ethical requirement is to establish a fruitful collaboration in terms of both profit and business growth, without
compromising on social responsibility caused by a failure to respect the rights of the resources employed (human
and environmental).
How to fulfil this requirement
Establish clear working relationships, create partnerships aimed at respecting the rights of employees and cooperate
to implement improvement measures that have been identified together.
Customers
The ethical requirement is to see one's own needs fulfilled in relation to the products and services purchased without
compromising on respect for the rights of the resources used to provide them; not to damage one's own reputation
by associating with ethically irresponsible conduct towards society.
How to fulfil this requirement
Satisfy customers’ needs by creating long-lasting partnerships, define a communication channel with them that allows
the company to receive notifications, suggestions and complaints.
End consumer
The ethical requirement is to safely purchase products that are not harmful to health, made by a company that
respects the human rights of its workers.
How to fulfil this requirement
Sell safe products, maintain the SA8000 certification issued by an accredited third party.
Trade unions
The ethical requirement is to establish an efficient partnership with the aim of protecting, and if possible improving,
the conditions of workers employed by the company.
How to fulfil this requirement
Check that working conditions are being respected and systematically improve them in accordance with the principles
of our legal system.
Public institutions
The ethical requirement is to respect binding regulations and rules linked to living correctly within society.
How to fulfil this requirement
Check compliance with all the rules and regulations that are applicable in the areas where Riondo operates.
Inspection and certification bodies
The ethical requirement is to fulfil mandatory or voluntary requirements and accept any improvement
recommendations that may arise as part of the relationship between the parties
How to fulfil this requirement
Accept the proposed audits and correctly implement requirements imposed by reference standards.
Business partners
The ethical requirement is to share the assumptions and beliefs that form part of the guiding principles for partners
and the market of reference.
How to fulfil this requirement
Accept any requirements and improve the company's management system by introducing practices and procedures
that integrate ethical principles.
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Community
The ethical requirement is to see protection requirements met and, if possible, to improve the well-being and image
of the community, defined as businesses and citizens.
How to fulfil this requirement
Create, over time, a socially responsible business model that can contribute to satisfying the needs of the community
and really inspire all those who are part of it (businesses and citizens), promoting ethical principles as well as offering
jobs.

4. ANALYSIS OF REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SA8000 STANDARD
4.1 Child labour
Riondo does not use, nor does it in any way support, child labour.
In any case, as required by the SA8000:2014 standard, the company has defined a specific procedure to remedy
child and juvenile labour: procedure PR39, "Management of child labour and young workers". This procedure
highlights the activity defined by the company to provide adequate financial and other kinds of support to any children
and young workers involved, in order to allow them to attend school and stay there until they no longer fall under the
definition of "child or young worker".
The procedure regarding child labour has been disseminated within the company, posted on the company
noticeboard and published on the website. Over the years, the company has directly checked the compliance of
certain suppliers with the SA8000 standard, also including checks into the absence of child labour.
Should Riondo use young workers, this would be managed in accordance with the provisions of national laws and,
in any case, would only be outside the hours of compulsory education.
Under no circumstances may the time spent between school, work and travel exceed ten hours a day and under no
circumstances may working hours exceed eight hours a day. Young workers are prohibited from working at night and
under no circumstances would the company undermine the physical and/or mental well-being of children or young
workers.

Age groups/No. of workers at Dec
2020
25
20
18-30
15

31-39
40-49

10

50-59

oltre 60

5
0
18-30

31-39

40-49

50-59

oltre 60

2021 OBJECTIVE
No use of child labour. Promotion of school-work alternation
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4.2 Forced and compulsory labour
There are no forms of forced labour at Riondo. Working overtime is a free choice and is not compulsory.
The company does not retain any documents or money as a deposit to oblige workers.
There is plenty of freedom of expression within the company and human trafficking is not supported.
In order to facilitate the application of this requirement, Riondo undertakes to ensure that all workers are fully aware
of their rights and duties pursuant to their employment contract by:
• providing clear disclosure of the national collective bargaining agreement (“CCNL”) used to hire staff
• providing workers with copies of their individual contracts
• having the HR department provide employees with all information relating to: contracts, pay slips, etc.
2021 OBJECTIVE
No use of forced labour. Monitoring hours worked (especially overtime), not exceeding 250 hours of
overtime per capita per year, and monitoring holidays to ensure at least 4 weeks of holiday per year.
Holiday plan by March 2021 at the same time as a rescheduling plan for certain individuals with
outstanding holiday.

4.3 Health and safety
The management, together with the Riondo Health and Safety Officer, considers protecting workers’ health and safety
to be one of the company's main objectives, adopting procedures, services, control systems and information and
training systems in order to ensure:
• that safety aspects are considered essential when carrying out work activities
• that all risks connected with the work activities carried out by Riondo staff, and the risks connected with the
company’s environment and infrastructure, are objectively identified and assessed
• that all technical-managerial measures are taken to prevent, or limit, any possible accidents which could
lead to injury or damage health
• that all company personnel, at various levels (managers, department heads, supervisors, etc.), contribute,
on the basis of their duties and competencies, to achieving workers’ health and safety objectives
• that staff training is provided and updated with specific reference to the tasks performed
In 2018, the risk assessment document was reviewed to take account of major organisational and structural changes
that had taken place and are still underway. In 2020, multiple specific risk assessment documents were updated. The
general risk assessment document is scheduled to be reviewed in 2021.
In 2020, no occupational disease requests were received. Only 1 accident was recorded and this was due to
negligence.
The Riondo Health and Safety Department conducted their analysis and review in an annual meeting held in January
2021.
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Riondo – hours of injury/hours worked

Riondo – annual hours of injury

Total hours
worked

Total annual hours of
injury

Hours of injury

Riondo – hours of illness/hours
worked

Riondo - annual hours of illness
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hours
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2020
Hoursmalattia
of illness
Ore

2018

2019

2020

1528

1965

3781

annue:

Hours of illness

% out of total hours worked

Hours of absence

% out of total hours worked

Hours of absence

% out of total hours worked

Hours of absence

Riondo - hours of illness-hours of injury/% hours worked

Hours of injury
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2021 OBJECTIVES
• to ensure the correct and continuous use of the personal protective equipment provided in order to
eliminate or limit the risk of accidents as much as possible
• to promote the involvement of all parties in system implementation, each within their own scope of
responsibility: flagging any risks that may not have been sufficiently assessed, indications for better
PPE, indications for new safety procedures or integrating the existing ones
• to put organisational measures in place to correctly carry out health surveillance
• to define training and information activities for all parties involved with workplace health and safety
• to raise awareness among all stakeholders
• to monitor the correct implementation of health and safety procedures
• to ensure that the company's risk assessment, preventive and protective measures, systems to
control these measures and safety procedures for the various company activities are constantly
updated.

4.4 Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining
All staff have the right to get informed about, participate in and join the trade unions of their choice and to take part
in collective bargaining with the organisation.
Riondo does not, in any way, hinder the possibility for workers to join a trade union. In "second level” negotiations, it
is standard practice for local trade union representatives to participate in the signing of contracts.
Trade union meetings may be periodically and freely held within the company during working hours, within the limits
established by law, i.e. ten paid hours per year per worker, or an unlimited number of hours outside working hours
(please refer to the provisions of the Workers' Charter - Italian Law no. 300/1970 and subsequent amendments and
integrations).
In 2020, 40 hours worth of trade union meetings took place at Riondo. Less than what took place in 2019 due to the
restrictions as a result of the pandemic.
Trade union meetings
conducted in hours

2019

2020

80.5

40

Within the company, there is a worker who is a trade union member and who has been elected as the employee
representative.

2021 OBJECTIVE
To encourage freedom of association, promoting trade union activities and collective bargaining. To
continue involving trade unions in the definition of “second-level” bargaining.
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4.5 Discrimination
Within the company, there is no form of discrimination with regard to recruitment, remuneration, access to training,
promotions, termination or retirement, based on race, national, territorial or social origins, caste, birth, religion,
disability, gender, sexual orientation, family responsibilities, marital status, trade union membership, political opinions,
age, or any other condition that could give rise to discrimination.
Riondo shall never interfere with employees’ rights to follow their own political or religious beliefs, family commitments
and responsibilities, sexual orientation, needs related to their national, territorial or social origin, race, disability,
gender, trade union membership, etc.
The company tends to respect positive forms of discrimination when hiring people belonging to “protected categories”,
within the limits provided by law. (Italian) Law no. 68/99 states that companies with more than 15 employees must
employ at least one worker belonging to a “protected category”. The legislation states that more people belonging to
these categories must be hired as the overall number of employees increases. From 15 to 35 employees, the law
states that one disabled person must be hired, from 36 to 50, two disabled people must be hired, from 51 to 150, a
percentage of 7% plus one, etc.
Riondo monitors its working environment in order to avoid cases of physical and/or verbal abuse and any behaviour
that may be threatening, offensive, exploitative or sexually coercive for all company employees, wherever they work.
The Riondo SPT constantly checks that these situations do not exist and, if necessary, takes prompt action to
eliminate any form of possible discrimination.
Riondo does not, in any way, subject workers to pregnancy or virginity tests.
Staff
No. of employees

2018
54

2019
57

2020
61

No. of employees
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Riondo - Length of service
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Length of service

< 1 anno

<1x<3 anni

3<x<10 anni

>10 anni

Breakdown of personnel: men-women:
2020
No. of employees

Men
47

Women
14

Total
61

No.dipendenti
of employees
N.

Uomini
Men
Women
Donne

Breakdown of personnel by
category/gender
Donne
Women
0 2

13 16

Uomo
Men
1

29

workers Blue-collar workers
dirigenti White-collar
Impiegati
Operai

Senior Managers

The company is mainly made up of male members of staff. Traditionally, work in wineries was mainly done by men.
All of the female employees work in the office, apart from one who works in the warehouse.
2021 OBJECTIVE
To guarantee equal access to the employment opportunities offered by Riondo, promoting equal
opportunities in the company.
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4.6 Disciplinary procedures
Cantine Riondo Spa treats all its staff with dignity and respect. The company has implemented a system of gradual
notification of violations by workers, in order to encourage cohesiveness between management and workers at the
same time as raising workers’ awareness of any errors that must not be repeated, as they are harmful to their health
and to business efficiency.
More specifically, the main rule is to follow a gradual process, consisting of:
• verbal reprimands
• written reprimands
• dismissal
These actions are implemented in accordance with the requirements stated by:
• (Italian) Consolidated Law no. 81/2008;
• the National Collective Bargaining Agreement (“CCNL”) for the food industry.
2021 OBJECTIVE
To ensure equal treatment of Riondo employees in the event of disciplinary proceedings, adopting the
provisions of disciplinary procedures.

4.7 Working hours
At Riondo, working hours are 40 hours a week, 8 hours a day, 5 days a week.
Clerical and logistics staff have the following working hours: 8.00-12.00; 14.00-18.00. The lunch break cannot be less
than 30 minutes.
Production/line staff work across three shifts, at the following times: 6.00-14.00; 14.00-22.00; 22.00-6.00; winery staff
work across two shifts: 6.00-14.00; 11.00-19.00.
In particular, the company complies with the provisions of the national collective bargaining agreement (“CCNL”) for
the food industry and (Italian) Legislative Decree no. 66/2003. The average duration of normal working hours must
not exceed 40 hours per week.
The SA8000 standard sets a maximum limit of 12 hours of overtime per week.
• Every worker is entitled to a minimum rest period of 11 hours in a 24-hour period
• a break is permitted if the daily working time exceeds six hours;
• night-shift workers, i.e. those who work at least three hours between midnight and 5am, must not work for
more than eight hours in any 24-hour period, and their state of health must be assessed by the relevant
public bodies
• for each seven-day period, workers must have an uninterrupted minimum rest period of 24 hours, normally
on Sundays, plus 11 hours of daily rest
• every worker must be entitled to at least four weeks’ paid annual leave
Currently, attendance and the monitoring of overtime is managed through computerised recording of when employees
clock in and out with their personal ID cards. Staff have access to the system platform in order to check clocking
in/out times.
In recent years, the company has adopted a policy of hiring new staff, increasing the workforce. The number of
employees has risen from 54 in 2018 to 61 in 2020. By defining a "second-level” contract, it was agreed between the
workers, the employer and the trade union representative to change the amount of annual overtime permitted,
increasing the limit from 80 to 250 hours.
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2021 OBJECTIVE
To monitor compliance with the maximum limit of 250 hours, as provided for by the national collective
bargaining agreement (“CCNL”) and the second-level agreement. To guarantee staff with at least 4
weeks' annual leave

4.8 Remuneration
Remuneration is consistent with the national collective bargaining agreement (“CCNL”) for the food industry and is
higher than the living wage. A copy of the national collective bargaining agreement (“CCNL”) is made available for
workers at the company (reception). The second-level agreement has improved some aspects of remuneration
compared to the relevant national collective bargaining agreement (“CCNL”).
Professional categories as
per the national collective
bargaining agreement
(“CCNL”)
Category

Senior managers
2

Blue-collar
workers
30

White-collar
workers
29

Professional category

Senior Managers

Blue-collar workers

White-collar workers

As part of “second-level” negotiations, criteria for the distribution of the production bonus were clearly established
and defined based on predefined targets being met.
2021 OBJECTIVE
To ensure compliance with the national collective bargaining agreement (“CCNL”) in relation to
employee remuneration.

4.9 Management System
Riondo has implemented an integrated Quality-Safety-Environment management system, in accordance with the
social responsibility principles of the international SA8000 standard.
Please find below a brief summary of the activities implemented to maintain the requirements of the SA8000 standard.
4.9.1 Policy for ethical responsibility
Please see point 2.4.
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4.9.2 Management review
The management reviews the results of the integrated quality management system on an annual basis. As part of
this review, the management checks whether objectives have been met in relation to all the aspects under
examination and, if necessary, sets corrective actions and approves the improvement plan.
4.9.3 Training planning and implementation
With a view to continuous improvement in order to raise awareness among all members of staff, and with regard to
social responsibility aspects, Riondo implements and prepares training plans that integrate courses on social
responsibility topics and issues, applied at various levels, into staff training activities.
In 2020, 34 individuals were trained on SA8000, whereas 49 individuals were trained in 2019.
4.9.4 Supplier monitoring
Riondo‘s objective is to contribute to improving workers’ conditions throughout the production chain. Suppliers are
constantly monitored through a system that involves collecting historical information, verifying the certifications held,
testing activities and inspection cycles on products and services as well as self-assessment questionnaires.
Riondo has established and maintains appropriate procedures to assess and select its suppliers, based on their
ability to meet the requirements of the SA8000 standard.
The requirements defined to achieve the company’s objectives in this field are:
• selecting skilled and reliable suppliers
• checking suppliers and their qualifications
• continuously monitoring suppliers and supplies
• issuing clear, complete and precise purchase documents
• checking for any non-conformities of the products/services supplied
• strengthening cooperation and exchange of information with suppliers
• continuously improving the quality of the products purchased
• "guarantee at source" regarding the conformity of products supplied (declarations of conformity, etc.)
A procedure to monitor and assess suppliers according to SA8000 has been defined in the manual. When a
relationship is established, suppliers are requested to comply with ethical principles and confirm this compliance by
signing the form (Annex 1 to the manual).
Suppliers are then individually categorised, in accordance with the defined procedure, by analysing their level of
criticality, calculated based on a series of indicators.
The analysis results are recorded in Annex 04 to the Manual “Evaluation and Organisation of Supplier Audits”, which
also comprises a schedule of any audits to be performed.
Riondo shall keep records of the commitment of all its suppliers, with respect to social responsibility, including, inter
alia, their written commitment to:
• meet all the requirements of the SA8000 standard.
• take part in the supervision activities carried out by Riondo.
• promptly remedy any non-compliances identified with respect to SA8000 requirements.
• immediately and fully inform Cantine Riondo Spa of all business relations with their other significant suppliers
or sub-contractors
• cooperate during any audits that Riondo may carry out on their premises.
To date, more than 79% of the requested endorsements have been received, evidencing growth compared to the
previous year.
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endorsing
suppliers
2019
2020
2021

yes
71%
78%
79%

no
29%
22%
21%

Endorsement of ethical principles

yes

An interesting fact, which is not to be underestimated in order to get a complete picture of the supplier base, is that
only a small percentage are SA8000-certified or belong to an ethical network (5%).
Certified Suppliers or belonging to an
ethical network

certified or belonging to an ethical network

non-certified

4.9.5 Problems, corrective action and reporting
The complaint management system as part of the social responsibility management system applies the PR41 to
guarantee the possibility of sending reports or complaints from stakeholders, or providing them with information on
the SA8000 ethical management system, as well as on compliance with the requirements of the system and the
standard of reference. Written communication (including anonymous communication) may concern:
• third parties (suppliers, customers, etc.): these communications must be sent to the contacts indicated on
the form provided on the company's website by post, fax or email, following the instructions indicated.
• employees and internal collaborators: these communications can be verbal and made directly to SPT
representatives, or in written form, as detailed in the PR41 and summarised in Form 41.01, available from
the company.
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No reports have been received from external stakeholders over the years.
The internal SA8000 reports received demonstrate that the system implemented is being recognised by staff and the
tool is starting to be put to use.
4.9.6 Communication
Providing detailed information in the correct way has always been a priority for Riondo, and this is a requirement that
has become increasingly important over recent years, alongside the increasing forms of media.
Listening to customers’ needs and interacting with them are activities that provide a useful listening channel to check
the level of user satisfaction, and to quickly understand how the company is perceived, in a comprehensive manner
The company disseminates and makes information on SA8000 available internally, to all the company’s employees
and collaborators. This initiative, in line with the company's policy to disclose information and the activities carried
out, stems from the awareness of how important it is to engage employees regarding the topics covered by the
SA8000 regulation.
In order to manage communication at all levels, the company has set up a PR32 procedure and keeps this procedure
up to date.
4.9.7 Audit access
Cantine Riondo Spa complies with point 9.15 of the SA8000 standard
4.9.8 Records
Riondo keeps appropriate records, as provided for by the social responsibility management system, in order to
provide evidence of compliance with the requirements of the SA8000 standard.
2021 OBJECTIVE
Management system: to continue supplier monitoring and involvement.

5. ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
5.1 Actions taken by Cantine Riondo
Sustainability makes it possible, not only to deal with, but also to reduce a series of risks with regard to:
- The environment (lack of resources)
- The economy (price volatility)
- Politics and legislation (regulations on issues regarding the environment and safety etc.)
Thanks to the sustainable approach taken by Riondo, with transparency as a basis, the company can improve
relations with all the stakeholders involved in the industry, including consumers. Sustainability fosters innovation,
providing solutions which are more satisfactory when it comes to meeting needs, using less resources and, in turn,
making processes more efficient, reducing costs and, of course, lowering the impact on the environment
The perfection we strive for during the entire production process also extends to include respecting nature, a source
of wealth for farmers and wine-producers.
Economic and environmental sustainability is an essential resource for Riondo; every internal procedure is aimed at
optimising results by avoiding waste, choosing environmentally friendly materials, recovering water and heat and
using solar power.
To this end, Riondo:
- has installed a large system of solar panels to cover some of their energy consumption
- is equipped with an osmosis system which recovers and reuses processed water
- reheats technical water by recovering heat from other machinery using a new system
- has adopted principles of the circular economy which guarantee that
• plastic label release liners are recycled (the Rafcycle project by UPM)
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•

waste cork is recycled and reused in sound-absorbing panels or furnishings (the Ethical Cork by
Amorim Cork)

-

is committed to
• reducing packaging waste
• by using packaging which is becoming increasingly more eco-friendly and lighter bottles which also
ensure that the wine remains perfectly preserved.

•

By purchasing Esso fuel, Cantine Riondo is participating in the EcoMiles - WeForest project which aims to
see forests replanted in Zambia, Brazil and Peru. This action, in addition to reducing the carbon footprint
made by each company participating in the project, will also help to restore the soil, combat desertification,
establish new habitats for wildlife and create new jobs to try and save entire communities from poverty.
By simply refuelling, the Collis-Riondo Group has contributed to 494 trees being planted, compensating for
the production of 61,688 kg of CO2 (equivalent to 61.68 tons).

•

By purchasing Amorim corks, Riondo compensated for 168.6 tons of CO2 in 2019.
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In order to keep consumption under control in relation to the annual production in hectolitres, Riondo has created a
dashboard to gather data in order to monitor:
- water from the public supply network and well water
- electricity from the grid and electricity produced with photovoltaics
- natural gas and FGAS
- waste generation

5.2 Environmental indicators
5.2.1 Water consumption
Riondo uses water from the public supply network, but the company mainly uses well water, which is rendered
suitable for drinking with modern reverse osmosis equipment. This water is then used for technical purposes. The
consumption ratio for water from the water mains and well water is essentially 1 to 10. The ratio of hectolitres
produced to water consumed has practically remained the same from 2019 to 2020.
RATIO
Water consumption/prod (MC/HL)

YEAR
2018
2019
2020

RATIO
Consumption/prod (M3/HL)
0.1048
0.1235
0.1244

5.2.2 Electricity consumption
Riondo uses electricity from the grid and produces it using a photovoltaic system. Over the past two years, production
has stabilised at a figure of around 160,000 kWh and that produced represents around 7% of that consumed from
the grid. The ratio of the electricity consumed and that produced in hectolitres has risen slightly compared to previous
years.
RATIO
Electricity consumption/prod (kWh/HL)
RATIO

YEAR
2018
2019
2020

Electricity
consumption/prod
(kWh/HL)
10.40
9.99
11.27
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5.2.3

Natural gas and FGAS consumption

In order to supply the boilers for the production plant, laboratory and offices, Riondo uses natural gas from the grid.
Riondo - METHANE CONSUMPTION IN THE PRODUCTION PLANT
Trend over the years

CONSUMPTION 2019-2020

Cost [€cent/Scm]

Consumption [Scm]

Consumption and Average costs

Cost [€cent/Scm]

Consumption [Scm]

Historical trend Consumption and Average costs

Other charges
Other charges

Consumption

Consumption

Riondo - METHANE CONSUMPTION IN THE LABORATORY AND OFFICES

Historical trend Consumption and Average costs

Consumption and Average costs

Consumption

Consumption [Scm]

Cost [€cent/Scm]
Other charges

Cost [€cent/Scm]

CONSUMPTION 2019-2020

Consumption [Scm]

Trend over the years

Other charges

Consumption

With regard to the gases used in refrigeration and air-conditioning systems, there are no leaks, a fact which was also
confirmed in 2020, as recorded in machinery booklets.
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5.2.4

Waste

The amount of waste generated has remained clearly stable over a 3-year period.
Kg of WASTE PRODUCED IN RELATION TO HL PRODUCED

RATIO
YEAR

Kg of WASTE PRODUCED IN RELATION
TO HL PRODUCED

2018

1.87

2019

1.38

2020

1.72

2021 OBJECTIVE
• To improve, with further measurable data, the dashboard to control the consumption recorded for
electricity, energy produced by the photovoltaic system, water from the public supply network and
well water, comparing this with the number and/or hectolitres produced/year
• To monitor the amount of waste recycled and the waste that goes to landfill, comparing this with the
number and/or hectolitres produced/year

6. INTERNAL AUDITS
The internal audit conducted in February 2020 uncovered 6 minor NCs which have been handled.

7. AUDITS BY CERTIFICATION BODIES
In 2020, the certification body undertook three audits, one off-site in March (due to Covid) and two on-site in July and
September. The audits did not reveal any NCs.

8. REVIEW OF 2020 OBJECTIVES
The 2020 objectives have all been achieved, bar one and action is already being taken to remedy this.
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9. 2021 OBJECTIVES
The objectives that Riondo has set itself for 2021 are summarised in the table below.
Att. 1 SA8000
Report and review

2021 objectives
Point of Standard

Objective

Action

Resources

Time
frames

Person
charge

in

Indicator

Target

No use of child labour. In the event of
incorrect use, the remedial actions listed in
No use of child labour.
the specific procedure should be put in
place

PD-SPT

feb-22

Management

Number of companies with
underage workers in the
workforce

No partner exploiting
child labour; no internal
reports

To make it possible, in a controlled and
perfectly managed manner, to
Promotion of school-work alternation
accommodate interns under the age of 18
(school-work requests)

PD - CSR -SPT

feb-22

Management

No. of interns at the company

0 complaints or
problems in this regard

Management

No. of holidays remaining
from the annual allowance
Max no.
hours of overtime

feb-22

Management

Number of accidents

Number of accidents <
2

feb-22

Management

No. of hours granted to
employees for this purpose

No. of hours granted
being no less than in
the previous year

feb-22

Management

No. of complaints for
discrimination

0 complaints for
discrimination

feb-22

Management

No. of disciplinary complaints, No cases of unequal
analysis of notifications and treatment
disciplinary actions

feb-22

Management

feb-22

Management

feb-22

Management

feb-22

feb-22

COMPLETED

1

2

No use of forced labour. Monitoring hours
worked (especially overtime), not
exceeding 250 hours of overtime per
capita per year, and monitoring holidays to
ensure at least 4 weeks of holiday per
year.

feb-22
Holiday plan by March 2019 at the
same time as a rescheduling plan for
certain individuals with significant
outstanding holiday.

3

Implementation of procedures in the
To work safely and in compliance with the
H&S management system and
provisions of (Italian) Consolidated Law
implementation of the good operating
no. 81/08
practices described.

4

To promote freedom of association

5

To ensure equal access to the
employment opportunities offered by
Cantine Riondo S.p.A.

6

7

8

9

10

PD-GM-SPT
feb-22

GM-SPT

To promote trade union activities and
collective bargaining. To continue
involving trade unions in the definition of SPT
“second-level” bargaining.

To promote equal opportunities in the
company.

PD-SPT

To guarantee equal treatment in the event
of disciplinary procedures for Cantine
PD-SPT
To adopt the provisions of the
Riondo S.p.A. employees
disciplinary procedures.
To monitor compliance with the maximum
of 250 hours’ overtime provided for by the
Continuous monitoring of hours worked
national collective bargaining agreement
PD-SPT
and overtime
(“CCNL”) and the “second-level”
agreement.
Compliance with the national collective
To ensure compliance with the national
collective bargaining agreement (“CCNL”) bargaining agreement (“CCNL”) and the PD-SPT
‘second-level’ agreement
in relation to employee remuneration.
Supplier monitoring and engagement

Compliance with the devised audit plan PD-SPT

Environmental indicators

To monitor the dashboard to control
consumption of electricity, water,
natural gas and energy produced by the
TD-SPT
photovoltaic system, comparing this
with the number and/or hectolitres
produced/year
• To monitor the amount of waste
recycled and the waste that goes to
TD - SPT
landfill, comparing this with the number
and/or hectolitres produced/year

Decrease in total
holidays remaining
from the average
allowance.
It is not permitted to
exceed the overtime
limits.

No. of employees exceeding
the overtime hours
established by the national
collective bargaining
agreement (“CCNL”)
No. of cases of noncompliance in relation to
employee remuneration
No. of qualified and engaged
suppliers

No cases of the limit
set by the national
collective bargaining
agreement (“CCNL”)
being exceeded

Management

Consumption/annual
production Energy
produced/annual production

data to be monitored in
order to create a
database

Management

Waste generated/waste
recycled/annual production

data to be monitored in
order to create a
database

No cases of violations
recorded
Please refer to
Attachment 04
MRSA8000
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